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1.

INTRODUCTION

The MDT Production Rate Estimation Tool (MDT-PRET) is a powerful tool to generate
production rate estimates for major controlling activities of highway projects. It serves as a quick
tool to estimate production rates of work items using key project parameters such as project
location, project type, engineer’s estimate, and quantity of work. MDT-PRET also helps determine
a possible production rate range for each controlling activity based on mean, first quartile, median,
and third quartile values. PRET is a Microsoft Excel-based tool that requires Excel macros to be
enabled. This manual provides a step by step guide to generate production rate estimates using the
MDT-PRET.
2.

INITIAL SETUP

2.1

Getting Started

To use the tool, click the Enable Content, Enable Editing, or Enable Macros button that appears
when the tool is first opened (depending on version of Windows) (Figure 1). If a user’s computer
is set up to enable macros automatically in advance, the user will not see the Security Warning
Dialogue Box.

Figure 1: Security Warning Dialogue Box

2.2

Launching MDT-PRET

Once the tool is opened, users see the Introduction sheet as shown in Figure 2. The user is
provided with basic information on how to navigate through the tool to obtain estimated production
rates of controlling activities of highway projects. Then, click the Launch Tool button to provide
project-specific parameters needed for estimation.
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Figure 2: Introduction Sheet

3.

REQUIRED INPUT

The following input values are required to estimate production rates in the MDT-PRET tool.
 Maintenance district,
 Location type (Urban/Rural area),
 Season of work (Winter/Construction seasons),
 Project work type,
 Engineer’s estimate,
 Quantities of controlling activities.
After clicking Launch Tool, the user sees the Input Screen sheet as shown in Figure 3. Within
this sheet, the user can choose district, location type, season of work, and project work type from
corresponding drop lists. The user also needs to type in the engineer’s estimate in dollar amount
in the provided space.
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Figure 3: Input Screen Sheet

After that, click the NEXT button to access the Production Rate Estimates sheet as shown in
Figure 4. Quantities of the controlling activities relevant to the project must be manually entered
in column D. The quantities must correspond to the units given in column C.

Figure 4: Production Rate Estimates Sheet
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4.

PRODUCTION RATE ESTIMATES

Once the quantities are provided, click Show the Estimated Production Rates to generate
predictions in column E. Production rates are calculated from embedded regression equations and
the input parameters.
The tool is sensitive to the input values. The estimated production rates can be compared with the
mean production rates of the controlling activities which are calculated from the historical daily
work report data. The mean production rates are provided in column F. In addition, first quartiles
(Q1), second quartiles (Median), and third quartiles (Q3) are provided in columns G, H, and I.
Approximately 25%, 50%, and 75% of historical projects have production rates smaller than Q1,
Median, and Q3 respectively.
The Reset Quantities button allows the user to reset all of the quantities which are previously
entered in column D.
The Return to Input Menu button allows the user to go back to the Input Screen sheet to change
the input parameters as needed.
To view historical production rates, click the View Historical Production Rates button. The sheet
as shown in Figure 5 consists of more detailed statistical measures of production rates achieved on
past projects for different controlling activities with regard to different districts (District 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5), location types (urban or rural area), and budget types (less than or greater than $2 million).

Figure 5: Historical Production Rates Sheet
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To save the production rate estimate table in a PDF file, click the Save As PDF button at the
bottom right corner of the Production Rate Estimates Sheet (see Figure 4). A pop-up window
then appears and asks the user to choose a file name and a location to store the PDF file.
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